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ABSTRACT

In the long sixteenth century, knowledge about the saints was disseminated
not only through hagiographical texts, be they in Latin or the vernacular,
but also through visual images, both in churches and in (urban) secular pub-
lic spaces, through souvenirs such as pilgrims’ badges, ephemeral printed
texts in the vernacular, and printed images. Examples from the northern
Low Countries of the various media that played a role in the veneration of
the saints, more particularly those that were to be encountered by pilgrims
at the feasts of these holy men and women, are presented, and, whenever
possible, descriptions by contemporaries will be used. This allows the links
between hagiography, via sermons and miracles, with the festive occasions
on which saints and believers met, to be established.
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THE MIDDLE AGES did not have a concept that covered the modern concept of ‘liter-

ature’. There were many kinds of written texts, penned in various languages. Some

of these written texts, though by no means all of them, were considered by

contemporaries as more, or less, successful.1 In some cases we are dealing with writ-

ten texts which, in modern eyes, can be studied as ‘literature’. Such texts more often

than not were transmitted in the form of a ‘book’, ‘a mobile text, an artefact pro-

duced to transmit a text in whatever form – manuscript or printed, clay tablet, roll

or codex’.2 In the Middle Ages the medium chosen was most often that of a manu-

script in the form of a codex. There were, however, also other types of ‘mobile

texts’: texts might be stored in a person’s physical memory, and be recalled to render

them by way of a performance, just as they could be read silently or aloud from

books.3 Reading aloud could be similar to an oral performance. Through such per-

formances, listeners could appropriate a text even if they were incapable of reading

the written text themselves. Obviously, for this to happen, it was necessary that the
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text, if it had been written in a language which the listeners did not know, was given

voice in a language with which they were conversant. In the northern Low

Countries this often meant that a text in Latin or French had to be translated into

the mother tongue. Such a text could, in translation, be edited to fit performances of

reading aloud or recital, and thus become part of the textual universe of the

listeners.

This textual universe comprised both written and oral texts; texts in foreign lan-

guages as well as texts in one’s own language; texts which were appreciated as word

art both for their contents and for their style; texts that were read silently or read

aloud, and passed on orally or by copying because of the value of their content and

what one could accomplish through their subject matter. In this textual universe

written texts played an important role, and written texts in the form of codices

played leading parts. But codices were not the only material forms taken by texts,

nor even their commonest form.

Texts that have merited a place in Dutch literature and culture of the Middle

Ages could be carved on slate, be used as decoration on shoes, or even be repre-

sented, transformed into visual art without a caption on a corbel of Bruges town hall

or on the beams of Brussels town hall. Scenes could be immortalized as frescoes,

more extended texts could be mounted on boards in churches, and performances of

plays could form the subject matter of paintings.4 Sometimes such material manifes-

tations of ‘literary’ texts still have some link to phases of their written transmission.

Remnants of texts have been kept on wax tablets or have emerged latterly as pad-

ding in a cope, and their authors could be depicted in three dimensions.5 Often,

however, the visual derivatives of texts occur divorced from the written word.

Appealing stories could be immortalized in gable stones, and scenes were depicted

on enamelled spoons.6 Objects that could be associated with saints to whom texts

had been devoted, or relics of those saints, called to mind the stories that were told

about them.7

Material manifestations of texts helped readers and listeners to locate themselves

in the textual universe. Those visual images that have been preserved often reference

written texts that we can still identify. Insofar as these images were placed in public

spaces, it would have been possible to get spoken information about what had been

depicted or what was written as a caption.8 Where distinctive clothing or objects

were concerned, the public must have had some idea about what was referred to –

and if not, others in the circle of their acquaintances might possibly have helped

them. In this way material manifestations of texts could be an occasion for the telling

of stories; stories played a role comparable to that of written texts in book-form.

Only when we understand to which text such an object referred does its role become

clear to us; the message of an object which has since become mute may nevertheless

have been heard loud and clear by the artefact’s contemporaries.9

Although there are good reasons to study written and oral texts together with the

objects that refer to them, little research has been done so far into such objects and

their roles in the medieval Low Countries. In 1984, the archaeologist Herbert

Sarfatij published his study of the right-hand part of the upper of a slipper, which
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depicts the orchard scene from the story of Tristan and Isolde.10 Fifteen years later,

he was followed by Joris Reynaert, who concluded from his own study of the func-

tions of a number of texts transmitted in the so-called Geraardsberg manuscript that

they had been meant as inscriptions on objects, walls, boards or loose leaves.11 A

few years earlier, Dini Hogenelst and Frits van Oostrom had published a number of

images of material traces of (mainly Middle Dutch) ‘literary’ texts.12 Apart from a

study of an inscription from 1480 in Ghent town hall, however, I know of no other

recent research into the role of objects relevant to the study of the medieval textual

universe in the Low Countries.13

The veneration of the saints

In the remainder of this article I would like to offer an exploration of part of this sub-

ject, to wit the texts and objects that have to do with the veneration of saints. Latin

and Middle Dutch texts and relics, but also other objects, played a role. These texts

and objects referred to one another and reinforced the message they were meant to

spread individually. The number of sources for such an exercise proves more than

sufficient. I will confine myself to the veneration of the saints in what is now the

Netherlands, although it will be necessary also on occasion to take into account

examples from areas bordering the Netherlands to the south and east.

It is to be expected that in the study of the veneration of the saints, hagiographical

texts will take centre stage. However, although hagiography renders certain services

to the veneration of the saints, this veneration is not wholly dependent on hagio-

graphical texts. Relics are known to have been present in the Northern Netherlands

at the time of the region’s Christianization. The Venerable Bede reports how

Willibrord, the archbishop of the Frisians, brought back from a voyage to Rome,

apart from the pallium legitimating his status as Primate, relics of the saints which

were meant to find a place in the altars of churches that had not as yet been pro-

vided with relics.14 Relics, such as (fragments of) the bones or other remains of a

saint, were deemed to embody all of the saint’s power, as if a relic was a pars pro toto

for the saint. They became cult objects, sometimes kept in beautiful shrines. Objects

that had belonged to a saint could stand in as ‘contact relics’ for the saint to be ven-

erated. In the case of Jesus Christ, the miracles done through the host, the holy

blood, or fragments of the wood on which He had suffered, could be very effective

in bringing about veneration. Other saints held their own with the Son of God

when it came to working miracles through their relics.15 As we will see, souvenirs of

the saints and devotional items such as pilgrims’ badges could keep alive the venera-

tion of the saints, and thereby also the texts about them.

Stories about the lives and deaths of the saints, and about the miracles they per-

formed during their lives on earth or after death, could play a useful role in the

saints’ veneration. As to what was the essence of a hagiographical text, however,

contemporaries and modern readers seem to disagree. In the twelfth century, the

monks of Marchiennes thought nothing of copying different, mutually exclusive, tra-

ditions about their monastery in the same manuscript.16 In this way pilgrims from
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different groups could be edified by different stories. Everything was fine as long as

the text served the veneration of the saints by the pilgrims. This could also be done

equally well by using texts in Latin or the vernacular. As long as the texts concerned

the saints, one could learn from them, and about the saints’ virtues.17 Just as even

the minutest particles of a saint’s body contained all the power of the saint, so too

could any event from the life of a saint invite veneration. That is why, for the liturgi-

cal readings during Matins, often the beginning of a text was chosen, and one

simply stopped after the first 1200 words (after four lessons of approximately 300

words each). In this way one did not advance beyond stories about the youth and

early adulthood of the saint.18 In the case of martyrs especially, then, one did not

reach the most interesting subject matter. Twelfth-century monks do not seem to

have minded that. They were clearly not interested in narrative strategies and other

matters that modern medievalists think are worth investigating.

Issues preoccupying modern scholars interested in the period starting around

1200, such as the choice of Latin or the vernacular, turn out to have been less impor-

tant to medieval people than one might otherwise expect. In their study Collecties op

orde Karl Stooker and Theo Verbeij studied the Middle Dutch manuscripts from

monasteries and so-called ‘semi-religious communities’ in the medieval Netherlands.

Of 1,358 manuscripts, only 43 date from before 1400. This suggests that, until 1400,

Latin remained the most important language in the cloisters. Of those 43 Middle

Dutch manuscripts, nine contain hagiographical texts in the vernacular. The oldest

manuscript, of c. 1274, from Saint-Trond, contains a copy of Willem of Affligem’s

Life of St Lutgard.19 Apart from another Life of Lutgard, by Brother Geraert (c. 1280–

1290)20 and the so-called Oudenaardse Rijmboek of c. 1300,21 we possess no other

copies of this life from the thirteenth century.22 Apparently, in the monasteries Latin

texts were at this time sufficient, even in the matter of the veneration of the saints.

Some 100 of the most important places of pilgrimage in the northern Netherlands

were established in the period up to c. 1400. In the fifteenth century, a further 80

others would join them.23

Saints and places of pilgrimage

Which saints were venerated in the northern Netherlands can be deduced from the

martyrologies indicating which were to be honoured in each diocese.24 Veneration

could take place in any church which possessed a relic of a saint, or other cult objects

associated with them, or texts. Let us concentrate, however, on those places which

attracted visitors from elsewhere. These places of pilgrimage were dedicated to saints

who could be found on the ecclesiastical calendar anywhere, but also to saints with a

special association with the Netherlands. This latter group of saints included impor-

tant ones, such as St Servatius, the fourth-century Bishop of Tongeren who had

died at Maastricht, where he was venerated as early as the sixth century.25 Or

Boniface, the Anglo-Saxon missionary who was killed at Dokkum in 754,26 or his

predecessor as missionary among the Frisians, Willibrord, who was venerated in

smaller towns and villages such as Heiloo, Westkapelle, Oss and Overasselt.27 But
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there were also almost unknown saints, such as Gangulf, a Burgundian nobleman

who had joined the mission among the Frisians at the time when the Frankish

bishop Wulfram was trying to convert them. Gangulf was considered to have

worked miracles in the city of Haarlem between 1460 and 1561.28 And everywhere

there was veneration of Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary.

Texts about commonly known saints can often be found elsewhere. One could,

for instance, use the Legenda aurea of Jacobus de Voragine (1228/30–1298), three

Middle Dutch translations of which existed.29 To the original text, these translations

added the lives of regionally known and venerated saints.30 In the Netherlands

themselves, 96 hagiographical texts from the Middle Ages survive, mainly devoted

to regionally known saints.31 Most of them were written in Latin; yet no fewer than

33 were written in Middle Dutch.32 It is remarkable that of this hagiographical pro-

duction, ten texts have as their subject saints who have never benefited from a

major cult – for instance, a number of Utrecht saints who had to compete with other

more popular saints.33 There were also some Frisian saints and others from

Groningen who did get their saint’s life, but no important cult.34 Geertrui of

Oosten, a fourteenth-century Beguine from Delft, likewise did not make much of an

impression; Wiro, an Insular missionary associated with Sint-Odiliënberg near

Roermond, at least became the object of a cult after the Middle Ages.35 There were

also all but unknown saints who did get a cult, but no saint’s life, such as Sura, who

was ordered by the Virgin Mary to act as financier of the building of the main

church of Dordrecht. She was venerated from the end of the fifteenth century on-

wards.36 The Utrecht bishop Bernoldus (or Bernulphus), who in the eleventh

century brought into being the so-called Utrecht kerkenkruis (a group of churches that

forms a cross on the map), also belonged to this somewhat dubious group of saints.37

Sometimes, stories about miracles connected with objects are mentioned without

the names being cited of any saints instrumental in bringing the miracles about.

Such stories did not necessarily inspire separate texts to be written about them.

Consider the miracle cult of a petrified loaf of bread, which originated in Leiden

during the famine of 1316.38 The story is mentioned, however, in the chronicle of

the Clerc uten Lagen Landen (1404–1409) and by Jan Gerbrandszoon of Leiden (first re-

daction 1467–1469). It is remarkable that, despite the presence in Leiden of the

petrified bread itself, important differences exist between the two recorded stories.39

At Dokkum a similar story was told about petrified loaves; here, the story was con-

nected with the person of St Boniface.40 Petrified loaves of bread were by no means

the only objects that played a role in the cultural universe in which the cult of the

saints was embedded. We will now consider some of these other forms of evidence

for the veneration of the saints, going beyond hagiography alone.

Keeping the veneration of the saints alive: Stories, objects and memorable events

Stories about saints, whether they were told in Latin or in the vernacular, whether

they were told in individual or in composite texts, and whether they were imprinted

upon the minds of their listeners by the presence of relics or contact relics of the
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saints, needed to be told again and again if they were to remain part of the cultural

universe. Often sermons were used to this end. Alcuin (c. 730–804) wrote the first life

of Willibrord.41 This text was apparently used in the cult of this important saint, as

no texts are known to have been written in the Low Countries that might have taken

over this role from texts written elsewhere about Willibrord. Alcuin had been consid-

erate with his audience: he wrote not only a life in prose, but also a version in

poetry, meant for the monastic schools, and a short sermon, meant for the pilgrims

who came to Echternach to pay homage to the saint.42

Outlines of other such sermons survive as well. At the beginning of the eleventh

century Abbot Florentius of Saint-Josse-sur-Mer wrote a short summary of the life of

Jodocus, in which he addressed the faithful who were present on the saint’s feast

day. Their presence would be rewarded by Jodocus, and the Abbot was happy to

see so many pilgrims come from distant parts.43 Other sermons for pilgrims are

known from the southern Netherlands. Always the solemnity of the occasion is

stressed. The public is addressed, and sometimes it is emphasized that they are

merely laymen without expertise in matters saintly.44 Next, the virtues of the saint

are mentioned, in ways that hardly distinguish between the individual saints. It is as

if the preachers are more interested in edifying their public than in telling the story

of the saint. Possibly this was acceptable in the eleventh century. In the late Middle

Ages, however, the sermon could be encapsulated in a multi-medial spectacle

(Figure 1). Philippe de Vigneulles, a citizen of Metz, describes his visit to Maastricht

in 1510 as follows:

Tres en Aillemaigne [. . .] est l’une des belles et bonnes grosses villes que l’on pouroit

trower, là où se montrent les juelx cy aprez escripts. Premier se monstre le chief st Servay,

son bourdon, sa crosse, son cailice et sa platine et deux où [sic] trois dignes drapz, c’est

assavoir ung drapz que les anges aportirent du ciel et avec d’aultres; item, ung denier

croisié que st Luc donnit à nostre dame, lequel elle le pourtait entre ses mamelles plusiers

années, et le bras st Thomas et la clef du dit st, qui lui fut envoiée du ciel comme on dist et

ung vaissiaulx pour boire, qui lui fut envoié du ciel, que on ne scet quelle pierre c’est et

dest [sic] de plusieurs coullours. Et arivaimes à la dite ville proprement à l’heure que l’on

monstroit les juaulx devant dit; car on ne les monstre jamais que à chacun jour une fois, le

pardon durant, et les monstre – on sus des allées faictes à claire-voye que sont sus le cuer

de la grande église à la moude et façon qu’ils font à Ayx et preche-l’on à chacun juaulx

qui se monstre. Et là en grant plaice em bais derrière le dit cuer y avoit tant de puple que

c’estoit merveille, et puis on sonnoit les cloiches; les menestres de la ville cornoient aissez

près des dits juaulx et relicques et tout le puple buissinoit de leurs cornets, qui est une mer-

veilleuze chose à oyr et à croyer et n’y avoit guere de gens que les lairmes ne luy venissent

à l’eul.45

[Maastricht in Germany [. . .] is one of the most beautiful and finest big towns one could

find, where the treasures to be described are exhibited. First is exhibited the head of St.

Servatius, his pilgrim staff, his cross, his chalice and his paten, and two or three worthy

cloths, that is, a cloth which the angels brought from heaven, with others, in addition to it,

a cross-shaped medal that St. Luke gave to our Lady and which she bore between her

breasts for several years, and the arm of St. Thomas and his key, which was sent to him
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from heaven, as they say, and a drinking vessel that was sent to him from heaven, and one

does not know what stone it is made of and it is of many colours. We arrived at the town

just as they exhibited these treasures, for they exhibit them only once a day during the

time of indulgence, and they exhibit them on walkways with openings above the choir of

the great church in the manner and way they do at Aachen, and they preach before each

treasure they exhibit. And there in the great square below, behind the choir, there were so

many people it was a marvel, and then they rang the bells, the town servants blew their

trumpets near to the treasures and relics and all the people blew their horns, which is a

marvellous thing to hear and believe, and there was scarcely anyone who did not have

tears come to their eyes.]46

Philippe gets to hear something about the supernatural origin of some of the

treasures, and also to see relics kept in the Church of St Servatius. He receives

a commentary about each ‘treasure’ in the form of a sermon. In these sermons,

one assumes, something must have been told of what these texts disclosed

about the saints whose relics are shown, for instance concerning St Servatius

himself.47 What is remarkable is that the exhibiting of the relics is accompanied

Figure 1 The showing of the reliquary of St Servatius, from the gallery on the outside of the

Church of St Servatius in Maastricht. Woodcut (approx. 10 � 11 cm) in the so-called Block book

(c. 1460) of St Servatius. Photo Amsterdam, BiN-collectie.
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by a multimedial spectacle of colours, bell-ringing, and the blowing of trumpets

(quite near the relics) and horns.48 Festivals made the stories of the saints mem-

orable, and the relics could, just as other treasures did, serve as aids for

remembering texts about them.

What Philippe fails to mention are the pilgrim badges that were for sale in

Maastricht in 1510, the year of his visit. Examples of badges from the twelfth and

fourteenth centuries are known from Maastricht; they kept alive the memory of the

pilgrimage to St Servatius (Figure 2).49 A lead-tin alloy pilgrim badge showing both

Anthony the Abbot and Servatius dates from the time of Philippe de Vigneulles’s

visit; it was meant to keep alive memories of visits to the Hospital Brothers of St

Anthony at Maastricht.50 Already in 1468, coloured woodcuts had been on sale with

images of some of the important relics on show to the pilgrims.51 In a city such as

Maastricht, pilgrims could supply themselves with objects and images which they

could take home, and which might remind them of the miraculous stories they had

heard about the saints they had visited.

Maastricht was by no means the only pilgrimage destination where souvenirs

were on sale. Pilgrim badges, made of cheap metal, are known from many places.

They could also be bought at Amersfoort and Aardenburg, in Amsterdam, Bedum,

’s-Gravenzande and Rhenen, in Sint Anna ter Muiden, Boxtel, Den Bosch,

Steenbergen, Haarlem, Hasselt and Hulsterloo.52 Together with 22 other pilgrim

Figure 2 Tin pilgrim badge (3.2 � 5 cm) of St Servatius from the end of the twelfth century.

Bremen, Focke-Museum, Bremer Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, inventar Nr.:

1975, 423.
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badges, one from ’s-Gravenzande has been preserved in a fifteenth-century book of

hours belonging to the d’Oiselet family (Figure 3). They were executed not in a base

alloy, but in silver. Social differences between pilgrims remained visible even in their

badges.

Pilgrim badges were not the only souvenirs, however. In 1518 in Amsterdam,

where the ‘Sacrament of Miracle’, a Miracle of the Host of 1345, was at the basis of

the religious tourism still thriving there, one could also buy pilgrimage prints (Figure

4).53 In Delft, in 1510 and 1511, devotional prints were also on sale.54 And in

Reimerswaal, apparently the first place in western Christendom to adopt the cult of

Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows,55 the devotional booklet Devote gedenckenisse van de

VII weeden could already be purchased in 1492, the year in which dean Jan of

Coudenberghe had a painting of Mary affixed in the church and started a confrater-

nity in honour of Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows. A woodcut after the painting was

inserted into the booklet (Figure 5).56 Printed images, clearly, could be turned to ad-

vantage in helping to keep hagiographical narratives in people’s memories. In 1498

the life of Lidwina appeared, written by Johannes Brugman. In it, a woodcut has

found a place, showing Our Lady choosing Schiedam as her place of residence,

with the harbour in the background (Figure 6).57 A final kind of ‘souvenir’ that ought

to be mentioned was the documentary proof that a penal pilgrimage had been com-

pleted successfully. Four inhabitants of Amsterdam, for instance, had been

sentenced to a penal pilgrimage to the statue of Our Lady at ’s-Gravenzande. On 31

July 1501 the verger, who was also the town clerk, wrote a letter which the four could

Figure 3 Page (18 � 13 cm) in the fifteenth-century Book of Hours of the d’Oiselet family, into

which 23 pilgrim badges in silver have been sewn. One of the badges shows the Annunciation and

mentions ’s-Gravenzande: ‘SGRAVESAND AVE ORA P[RO] N[OBIS] AMEN’ (‘’s-Gravenzande. Hail [Mary],

pray for us, amen’). The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, MS 77 L 60, f. 98
r (detail).
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use as proof that they had fulfilled their obligations by offering gifts ‘before the statue

of Our dear Lady’ (‘voerden beelde van onser lieven sueter vrouwen’). Back home the convicts

handed their letter, including the details of their pilgrimage, to the Amsterdam au-

thorities; the letter, a document written in memory of the events, is kept in the

Amsterdam municipal archives (Figure 7).58

One notices that prints, including texts and images, played an important role.

They reminded the pilgrims of objects and paintings they had seen with their own

eyes in places of pilgrimage. Such paintings could represent the story of the cult in a

shortened form. In Amersfoort, a small statue of the Virgin Mary had been found in

Figure 4 Pilgrimage print of the ‘Sacrament of Miracle’, Amsterdam, by Jacob Cornelisz van

Oostsanen, dated 1518. Photo Amsterdam, BiN-collectie.
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1444, and quite soon a cult developed. In c. 1525 a painting was made of the finding

of the statue (Figure 8).59 Images of scenes from the history of a cult could also help

impress stories of miracles performed by the saints on the memories of the behold-

ers. Almost immediately after the event, a panel was painted by the Master of

Figure 5 Woodcut of Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows, included in the devotional booklet Devote

gedenckenisse van de VII weeden (1492) after the painting (a cult object) in the Church of Reimerswaal.

Photo Amsterdam, BiN-collectie.
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Rhenen of the siege and capture of the town of Rhenen by Duke John II of Kleve

in 1499. In it, pilgrims and soldiers are shown kneeling in the church before the

bones of St Cunera (Figure 9).60

Figure 6 Woodcut depicting Our Lady (‘Mary of Schiedam’) choosing Schiedam as a place of res-

idence. She is visible in the boat. From Johannes Brugman, Vita S. Lydwinae (1498). Utrecht,

University Library, collectie Thomaasse, RAR 5-69 oct. (p. 17).

Figure 7 Letter of 31 July 1501, written by the verger of the Parish Church of ’s-Gravenzande,

serving as proof that a penal pilgrimage by four Amsterdam convicts to the miraculous statue of Our

Lady at ’s-Gravenzande had been duly accomplished. Amsterdam, Stadsarchief, Archief der burge-

meesters, toegangsnr. 5020, inv. 2, p. 409.
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At the end of the Middle Ages in the northern Netherlands, texts about the saints

and their miracles, published in relatively cheap editions, which ever larger numbers

of people could read for themselves, seem to have become increasingly important in

people’s devotions. This is evident not only from the printed hagiographical texts,

Figure 8 Painting of c. 1525 depicting the discovery of the Amersfoort statue of the Virgin Mary

in 1444. Amersfoort, Oud-Katholieke parochie.
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devotional booklets and pilgrimage prints (which also included text), but also from

the books of miracles which contained reports of miracles worked by the Virgin

Mary. A text from Delft survives containing accounts of nine miraculous events

from the period 1327–1439. The Miracle Book of Den Bosch covers 1382–1603, and

that of Amersfoort (Figure 10) 1444–1545.61

Figure 9 Panel showing the siege and capture of Rhenen by Duke John II of Kleve on 8 July

1499, painted c. 1500 by the Master of Rhenen. The interior of the church shows pilgrims and soldiers

kneeling before the tomb in which the bones of St Cunera were kept. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Moveable objects as signposts to changeable texts

I hope to have made it clear that all objects seen by pilgrims, from relics via contact

relics and visual images to unusual objects such as petrified loaves of bread, could al-

most imperceptibly lead to the stories that were told about them, whether in the

form of sermons or otherwise, making a more lasting impression on pilgrims’ memo-

ries. The souvenirs that the pilgrims brought back made them think again and again

of the signs of the power of the saints they had witnessed. They helped the pilgrim-

ages to be remembered better than would have been the case without them. Relics,

images and objects, even the cheapest of pilgrim badges, were signposts in the cul-

tural universe: they pointed towards the narratives used in the veneration of the

saints.

We may nevertheless ask ourselves whether hagiographical texts could indeed sur-

vive outside the covers of a book, in the physical memory of those who had heard

them. For they would be subject to the changes wrought by remembering and for-

getting, and might develop into representations fundamentally different from those

that pious authors, scribes, translators, editors and printers had entrusted to parch-

ment or paper, and which through preaching or other performances had been

transmitted to an audience of listeners. We know examples of changes which led to

clearly different versions of the same story. Take the Leiden petrified bread

(Figure 11). According to the Clerc uten Lagen Landen, during the famine a loaf of bread

had been bought by a woman who had eaten half of it and had kept the other half

for later. When her neighbour asked her for bread, she said she had none at home

and, if she did, then may God turn it into stone. This duly happened, and the bread

Figure 10 One of two seventeenth-century copies of the Amersfoort Miracle Book, relating 542

miracles that occurred between 1444 and 1545. Amersfoort, Oud-Katholieke parochie.
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was kept thereafter in St Peter’s Church, where at high festivals it was shown on the

Altar of the Holy Spirit. Jan of Leiden however, a second witness, talks about two

sisters, and about several petrified loaves of bread. His version was accepted by later

authors. So, it seems as though oral tradition changed the story – either that or Jan

of Leiden was simply mistaken, because according to a notarial deed drawn up in

1574–1581 there proved to be only one loaf of bread.62 Whatever may have been the

truth of the matter, we still need to speak of two ‘versions’. In the cases of artefacts

including even less text (which, though endeavouring to keep alive orally transmitted

hagiographical texts, may not even have mentioned the name of the saint), we may

surmise that the exact wording of those oral texts as heard by the owners of the

objects could not survive the frailty of human memory. Medieval literates were con-

vinced of this as well, as is clear from the arenga of the type ‘memoria-oblivio’ found in

relatively large numbers of charters: because human memory is weak, it is necessary

to write things down.63 But literate people, whether medieval or modern, have an

understanding of what a text is and what it can do that is different from the under-

standing of their less literate contemporaries.

As I have argued elsewhere,64 we may distinguish four groups of people who dif-

fer in their understanding of writing. ‘Illiterates’ have no idea of what writing is, and

do not know, for instance, that writing is language rendered visible; they do not un-

derstand that the content of a written text is transmitted through the eyes rather

than through the ears. With the unbecoming expression ‘semi-illiterates’ are meant

those who, although they cannot read and write themselves (and therefore are func-

tionally illiterate), nevertheless know what writing is, and have an awareness as to

how the written word can function differently from the spoken word. ‘Semi-literates’

are those who know how to read and write, but who are yet unaware of the

Figure 11 The (surviving) Leiden petrified loaf of bread. Leiden, Museum De Lakenhal, inv. nr.

5432.
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subtleties of written communication. Their mentality is therefore in some respects

close to that of the semi-illiterates. Finally, those who are ‘fully literate’ can manipu-

late the culture of writing. Thanks to their thorough understanding of the

techniques of the written word, they are able to decide autonomously whether to

avail themselves of the possibilities offered by the culture of the written word.

For medieval pilgrims, inasmuch as they did not as a rule share the mentalities of

the literates, ‘word’ was not a grammatical concept but stood for ‘everything that

can be said’, and in which one needed to trust. ‘An honest man is as good as his

word’, an identification that is expressed in proverbs in many languages.65 This

means that for most pilgrims (relatively few of whom would have been fully literate)

the exact words of a text were more likely to be subordinate to the text’s general

meaning than it would have been for those among the pilgrims who were fully liter-

ate – and this would especially have been the case for those able to compare the

wording of two versions of the same text (as with the petrified bread, for example).

The full facts were less important than the trustworthiness a text once heard had in

the retelling. That is why a text could be ‘actualized’ (even to the extent of existing

in different versions) when images and objects awakened its memory. In this way

texts transmitted orally could remain part of the cultural universe alongside texts

transmitted in books. This circumstance does not make it easy for researchers, be-

cause how are they to compare versions of texts of which not only are there no

traces in the written tradition, but which indeed never left such traces? How is one

to deal with what was kept in people’s physical memories, outside the world of

manuscripts and early printed books, things which slumbered until a physical mem-

ory prop woke them and occasioned new performances?

Texts meant for the veneration of saints prove useful for a first exploration of the

medieval and early modern textual universe. For the power of the saints could be

found in their relics, contact relics, images and, maybe, even in objects taken by pil-

grims as souvenirs – as well as in texts written about them. Those texts could be

written in Latin or in a vernacular; they could be reworked, translated, subdivided

in liturgical lessons; they could be read silently, read aloud, and listened to – even

the shortest of texts, prayers to the saints or texts to invoke them, could be effec-

tive.66 Confronted by such textual and extra-textual variance, how can access to the

textual universe be denied to orally transmitted stories, even if they were never writ-

ten down – and even if, because of their silent absence from the written record, we

can do little more than remember their erstwhile presence?
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